APPLICATION NOTE

Laboratory labor savings using a CellMek SPS Sample
Preparation System when compared to manual
preparation using customer established LDTs
Introduction
Flow cytometric immunophenotyping increasingly plays an integral role in the primary diagnosis
and disease monitoring of many hematologic disorders. Accordingly, this has increased the need for
consistent, high-quality testing methods. Advances in flow cytometry instrumentation, along with
expanded availability of antibodies and fluorochromes, have improved identification of both normal and
aberrant cell populations. However, automation in flow cytometry has not advanced as quickly as it has
in other areas of the lab, and flow cytometry sample preparation remains a primarily manual process
requiring highly skilled laboratory technologists.
Automation of sample processing presents a significant opportunity to address some of the challenges
clinical flow cytometry laboratories face -- with increasing test volume despite static or decreasing
budget and staffing levels -- while also improving quality, and reducing the potential for errors that can
arise from manual methods.
The CellMek SPS Sample Preparation System can automate cell washing, antibody staining, lysing, and
fixing samples for flow cytometry without any user intervention. It provides on-demand processing by
running multiple programmable preparation methods in parallel, and continuous output of ready-toanalyze samples.

About the Testing Site
Tampa General Hospital is a 1041-bed hospital that serves as a regional safety net and the primary
teaching hospital for USF Morsani College of Medicine.
The Flow Cytometry Lab is part of the Esoteric Testing Lab and performs over 2700 leukemia and
lymphoma immunophenotyping analyses per year, in addition to lymphocyte subset quantitation,
paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) evaluations, fetal hemoglobin evaluations, and other
specialized molecular and immunology testing.

Challenges
Coping with increased caseloads despite static or decreasing budgets and staffing levels
Flow cytometry labs are pressured to provide fast and accurate test results that enable clinicians to
treat patients appropriately, while also meeting administrative expectations for productivity, staffing
and training. This drives a continuous need for optimized workflows.
The US vacancy rate for highly trained flow cytometry technologists is approaching 10 percent.
Workload from vacant positions is taken on by existing staff, increasing exhaustion and burnout, and in
some cases limiting testing capacity.
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Despite recent improvements to the flow cytometry ordering process and workflow, flow cytometry
technologists spend significant time manually preparing each sample in addition to analyzing results.
Automation of sample processing helps to reduce workloads and get test results to patients more
quickly, thereby expediting their access to vital care.
Standardizing processing for reproducible results
Manual sample processing is dependent on each technologist’s unique skill level and technique,
introducing an element of variability that can be difficult to differentiate from other sample-specific
sources of variance. Variability, such as incomplete lysis and pipetting errors, introduces the potential
for inconsistent results.
Automating manual steps in sample processing creates standardization and brings consistency to the
process, improving workflow and reducing potential sources of error.
Laboratory Developed Tests (LDTs)
LDTs present challenges for automation because testing protocols and characteristics are determined
by the individual lab and not by the manufacturer. Often, laboratories utilize multiple manufacturer’s
antibodies and different antibody panel combinations, as well as variable processing and staining
procedures to obtain test results.
The CellMek SPS sample preparation system is fully programmable, and capable of accommodating
user-defined protocols, reagents, and antibodies to fully automate each lab’s unique processes.

Automating an LDT
Sample processing for LDTs for both leukemia and lymphoma (L&L) immunophenotyping, as well as
lymphocyte subset quantitation (TBNK), were automated on the CellMek SPS Sample Preparation
System using the CellMek Panel Designer Software. Incubation times were defined and optimized
based on the specific procedure, and custom reagent labels were used to accommodate reagents and
antibodies not manufactured by Beckman Coulter. Specimen washing was set to 5 cycles, 2% FCS in
PBS was used in the wash buffer to address nonspecific binding, and 3X fix was made to account for
differences between the automated protocol and the manual LDT.
Hands-on time for the purpose of this study includes technologist interactions and process monitoring.

Figure 1. Reduction in error-prone steps and hands-on time for LDT leukemia and lymphoma Immunophenotyping sample processing
with CellMek SPS Sample Preparation System.
*Spin time included
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Figure 2. Increased efficiency with CellMek SPS System for LDT leukemia and lymphoma immunophenotyping.

As minimum incubation times are fixed, processing times on the CellMek SPS System cannot be
significantly faster than manual sample preparation. However, sample preparation with the CellMek
SPS System yields significant savings in hands-on time, as the process is fully automated, requiring
minimal input from the technologist. Automation on the CellMek SPS System reduced the hands-on
time for sample preparation of peripheral blood for L&L immunophenotyping assay from 28 minutes to
2 minutes, thereby increasing the time available for analysis or other tasks by 118%.

Figure 3. Reduction in error-prone steps and hands-on time for Lymphocyte subset quantitation sample preparation with the CellMek
SPS System.
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Figure 4. Increased efficiency with CellMek over TQ-Prep for lymphocyte subset quantitation.

The current LDT process is semi-automated, with incubation and lysis performed using a Beckman
Coulter TQ-Prep Workstation. Additionally, the CellMek SPS System does not currently add Flow-Count
Fluorospheres for cell enumeration, so after processing, these were added manually to each prepared
sample tube before placing on the Navios flow cytometer. Even with this manual step, automation on the
CellMek SPS System reduced the hands-on time for processing 4 samples for peripheral blood lymphocyte
subset quantitation from 21 minutes to 7 minutes, thereby increasing the time available by 28%.

Discussion
Overall, we found automation of our LDTs on the CellMek SPS Sample Preparation System to be a
straightforward process that resulted in significant savings in technologist hands-on time. Automated
preparation of flow cytometry samples presents a significant opportunity to streamline, optimize, and
standardize workflows in flow cytometry laboratories.
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Results may vary depending on user factors, including protocol and assay being performed. The results are based on an
efficiency study completed by Tampa General Hospital, USA, wherein one person was dedicated to either automated or
manual preparation.
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